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Abstract

The statistical Machine Translation Model has two components: a language model and a translation
model. This paper describes how to improve the quality of thetranslation model by using the common
word pairs extracted by two asymmetric learning approaches. One set of word pairs is extracted by Viterbi
alignment using a translation model, the other set is extracted by Viterbi alignment using another translation
model created by reversing the languages. The common word pairs are extracted as the same word pairs in
the two sets of word pairs. We conducted experiments using English and Japanese. Our method improves
the quality of a original translation model by 5.7%. The experiments also show that the proposed learning
method improves the word alignment quality independent of the training domain and the translation model.
Moreover, we show that common word pairs are almost as usefulas regular dictionary entries for training
purposes.

1 Introduction
The statistical Machine Translation model was pro-
posed by (Brown et al., 1988). This model has two
components: a translation model(TM) and a lan-
guage model. However, since the TM in (Brown et
al., 1988) is based on a string-to-string noisy chan-
nel model, it is not powerful enough to treat lan-
guages that have quite different structures, such as
English and Japanese. To solve this problem, several
methods (Yamada and Knight, 2001; Watanabe et
al., 2002) that use structural information have been
proposed. However, their TMs are still not strong
enough.

One simple approach to improving the quality is
to add dictionary entries to training data. However,
it is rare for a dictionary to include all word pairs ap-
pearing the many training sentences available. One
interesting approach is seen in the TMs described
in (Vogel et al., 1996; Yamada and Knight, 2001;
Marcu, 2001; Watanabe et al., 2002); they set corre-
spondences from one language to the other. Accord-
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ingly, we paid attention to both training languages.
If the training languages areA and B, both P(A|B)
andP(B|A) can be used to enhance TM performance.
AlthoughP(A|B) is not the same asP(B|A), we can
expect that the word pairs yielded by each TM are
the same.

Och et al. proposed a method that uses align-
ment templates from both TMs (Och et al., 1999).
They improved alignment quality by combining the
two alignments using a heuristic. They reported
that their approach improved the translation results.
However, no information was provided on the TM
improvement possible by using onlyP(A|B) and
P(B|A). This paper describes several experiments
conducted to elucidate this effect.

In this paper, we call the word pairs extracted by
asymmetrical learning common word pairs. Given
that one input string in languageA is S A =

a1...ai ...am, the other input string in languageB is
S B = b1...b j...bn. It follows that word pairs extracted
by alignment usingP(A|B) are

Wba = {(b j, ai)|i = 1..m, j = 1..n}



and the word pairs extracted by alignment using
P(B|A) are

Wab = {(ai, b j)|i = 1..m, j = 1..n}.

Let one set of all word pairs for languageA be WA

and the corresponding set of all word pairs for lan-
guageB be WB, the common word pairs are then
defined as

Wab ∩Wba where (b j, ai) = (ai, b j) in WA andWB.

Our approach to using common word pairs is sim-
ilar to co-training methods (Yarowsky, 1995; Blum
and Mitchell, 1998; Collins and Singer, 1999). This
is because our method can be considered as using the
common word pairs as seeds in co-training, and that
common word pairs can be extracted by asymmet-
rical learning. Both translation modelP(A|B) and
P(B|A) are improved by the use of common word
pairs.

Although we can easily apply our method to many
of the TMs that have asymmetrical learning between
source and target languages, this paper examines the
TM in (Yamada and Knight, 2001) in order to chal-
lenge the method with languages whose structures
are quite different, i.e. English and Japanese. Per-
formance was evaluated in terms of the f-measure of
word alignment quality.

The experiments indicate that our approach does
improve word-level TM quality regardless of the do-
main and TM, its performance does, however, de-
pend on the amount of training data. Moreover, by
using only common word pairs, our approach can
improve word level TM quality as if we used entries
and their translations in a bilingual dictionary.

The next section explains our method in detail.
Section 3 describes the experiments and the results
gained. Section 4 discusses the results and provides
an expansion of our approach; we conclude the pa-
per in Section 5.

2 Improved Translation Model
This section describes the proposed learning
method, which can be applied to all TMs that have
asymmetric learning between source and target lan-
guages. Figure 1 shows the learning components
while Figure 2 outlines the proposed learning pro-
cess.
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Figure 1: Learning component

1. Input languageA and languageB sen-
tences from bilingual corpus.

2. ConstructP(A|B) and P(B|A) indepen-
dently.

3. Generate the most probable alignment of
the training corpus for each model.

4. Extract common word pairs from both
alignment results.

5. Add common word pairs to training cor-
pus.

Figure 2: Learning process

We explain our method by applying it to the TM
described in (Yamada and Knight, 2001); the input
languages are English and Japanese.

In common with the regular TM learning ap-
proach, we start by preparing training sentences.
We subject all input sentences to morphological and
syntactical analysis before step2 because the TM in
(Yamada and Knight, 2001) needs word unit and
structural information. Step2 trains translation mod-
els P(J|E) and P(E|J) independently. These steps
are common to the existing approach.

To simplify the explanation, we focus on the
Japanese sentence “kare no ie ha doko ka kono atari
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Figure 3: Example of correct alignment for E-J
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Figure 4: Example of correct alignment for J-E

ni aru” and the English sentence “His house is some-
where about here”. Figure 3 shows the correct align-
ment for E-J, while Figure 4 shows the correct align-
ment for J-E. In this paper, “E-J” denotes that the in-
put is an English parse tree and Japanese sentence;
“J-E” denotes that the input is a Japanese parse tree
and English sentence.1

Viterbi alignment is performed usingP(J|E) and
P(E|J) independently at step3. Figure 5 shows the
initial E-J alignment result, Figure 6 shows the ini-
tial J-E alignment result as one example.

Step4 extracts common word pairs from the align-
ment results. In this example, common word pairs
such as (“the”, “sono”), (“house”, “ie”) are ex-
tracted. Since the correct word alignment is shown
in figure 3 and 4, the initial word alignments are not
accurate.

Step5 adds the common word pairs to the training

1In other word, “E-J” means that target language is English
and source language is Japanese. (“J-E” is the reverse case.)

corpus, andP(J|E) andP(E|J) are trained again2 us-
ing training sentences and the common word pairs.
Adding the common word pair (“here”,”kono”),
found in another training sentence, yields the sec-
ond alignment results shown in Figure 7 and Fig-
ure 8. The word alignment quality is improved.
Several bad word alignments are changed into good
word alignments as shown by the circle in the fig-
ures. Therefore, common word pairs can improve
TM quality.

Although our basic idea is not progressive ap-
proach, our method is simpler than another method
as is described in (Och et al., 1999). It is easier
to apply our method to many TMs, and quality of
the TMs can be improved. This is shown by experi-
ments mentioned in the next section.

2The trained TMs are not used at the next training. That is
new TMs are trained from only the bilingual corpus and com-
mon word pairs.
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Figure 5: Initial E-J alignment
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Figure 6: Initial J-E alignment

3 Experiments
This section describes the experiments conducted to
quantify the improvement in word alignment qual-
ity. We selected 7,453 bilingual training sentences3

from each of three different domains: a bilingual
dictionary, scientific articles, and a newspaper. We
selected 300 sentences from each domain as refer-
ence data, and aligned them by hand. The evalua-
tion criterion was the f-measure computed from the
precision and recall rates. Precision is defined as the
number of correct word pairs extracted by Viterbi
alignment divided by the number of word pairs ex-
tracted by Viterbi alignment. Recall is defined as the
number of correct word pairs extracted by Viterbi
alignment divided by the number of word pairs in
the reference data.

Although our method can be applied to many

3This number equals the smallest number of sentences in the
three corpora considered.

TMs, in these experiments we employed the TM
described in (Yamada and Knight, 2001). Because
Japanese structure is quite different from English
structure.

We used the English part of speech tagger de-
scribed in (Brill, 2000), the English parser in
(Collins, 1999) for English, and the morphologi-
cal analyzer in (Asahara and Matsumoto, 2000), the
parser in (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2002) for Japanese
analysis. Additionally, we changed the English
parse tree as in (Yamada and Knight, 2001) and
slightly flattened the Japanese parse tree.

The results of the experiment indicate that our ap-
proach can improve word level TM quality regard-
less of the domain and TM, but its effectiveness de-
pends on the amount of training data. Moreover, we
can say that common word pairs are as useful as dic-
tionary entries.
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Figure 7: Second E-J alignment
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Figure 8: Second J-E alignment

3.1 The individual domains
This section shows that the proposed method can im-
prove word alignment quality by a few percent for
each of the domains examined. The results of this
experiment are shown in Table 1.

“base” in the table represents the word alignment
quality gained by just the original TMsP(J|E) and
P(E|J). “new” in the table represents word align-
ment quality achieved byP(J|E) and P(E|J) after
retraining by adding common word pairs to the orig-
inal training sentences.

The table shows that the proposed learning
method improves word alignment quality regardless
of the domain and TM. However, the improvement
is only 1% or so. Accordingly, we calculated paired
t-statistics.

We calculated paired t-statistics for all experi-
ments. As one example, the paired t-statistics were

0.11 for E-J and 0.03 for J-E as calculated from
the result of the experiment on the dictionary sen-
tences (“Dic.” line in Table 1). Since 0.11 ex-
ceeds 0.05, we conducted the experiment again us-
ing about 10,000 training sentences from the dictio-
nary. The resulting paired t-statistics were 0.002 for
J-E and 0.04 for E-J. This indicates that the level
of significance was statistically satisfied. Results
that satisfy the level of significance statistically (i.e.
paired t-statistics< 0.05) are shown in bold face for
all experiments. This suggests that more training
sentences are needed to achieve higher statistically
significant levels, especially when the initial word
alignment quality is high.

3.2 Experiment on Mixed Domains

This section shows that word alignment quality can
be further improved by mixing the three domains.



E-J J-E
base (%) new (%) base (%) new (%)

Dic. 65.0 66.1 70.0 71.2
Sci. 43.0 45.9 38.9 43.3

News. 28.9 32.7 29.2 33.5

Table 1: Alignment quality for each domain

The results of this experiment are shown in Table 2.

Compared to the results in section 3.1, the dic-
tionary domain has slightly worse quality after mix-
ing. The reason is that the original dictionary sen-
tence pairs have high sentence level alignment, so
using the results from the other domains degrades
the alignment.

These tables also show that the quality of the word
alignment yielded by the proposed learning method
improves with the number of training sentences.

E-J J-E
base (%) new (%) base (%) new (%)

Dic. 64.3 66.4 66.2 69.6
Sci. 46.2 48.1 42.9 48.6

News. 32.7 37.1 31.1 35.0

Table 2: Alignment quality with domain mixing

3.3 Experiment on Word Pairs

This section compares the performance possible
with just common word pairs to that achieved with
dictionary entries. We employed a different dictio-
nary in this experiment as the source of the dictio-
nary entries.

The results of this experiment are shown in Table
3. “Entries” in the table means the case of applying
only entries in the dictionary and “Common Pairs”
means the case of applying only common word pairs
extracted from dictionary example sentences.

The table indicates that the performances are al-
most the same. Therefore, we can say that the per-
formance achieved by common word pair is similar
that possible with dictionary entries. That is, if we
do not have a dictionary for the field of interest, us-
ing sentence pairs can improve the word alignment
quality to almost the same extent as would the dic-
tionary entries if they were available.

E-J (%) J-E (%)
Entries 65.7 70.4

Common pairs 66.1 71.2

Table 3: Alignment quality when using dictionary
entries

3.4 Iterative Applying Common Word Pairs
We iterated the leaning process in Figure 2. In this
experiment we added new common word pairs ex-
tracted at each iteration to the original bilingual cor-
pus, because we expected that some inappropriate
common word pairs extracted by the previous pro-
cess were removed. Therefore the set of common
word pairs extracted in the first iteration is not a sub-
set of common word pairs extracted in second itera-
tion.

As shown in Figure 9, the quality basically satu-
rates after one or two iterations. This means that our
approach does not need to iterate the learning pro-
cess many times.
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Figure 9: Training iteration experiment

4 Discussion
It is easy to apply our approach to the many TMs
that have asymmetric learning between source and
target languages. We note, however, that the second
alignment results described in section 2 are still not
perfect. One problem is that the Japanese “aru” is
far from the English “is”. To make the improvement
more effective, we might need to directly utilize TM
probability as is described in (Och et al., 1999). This
is because the TM has many useless word pairs. For
instance, it is possible to extend the proposed ap-
proach by weighting each common word pair with a



probability according to the part of speech involved.
The above text discussed only word alignment,

but we can also imagine expanding our approach
to cover phrase alignment or n-to-n word align-
ment. Phrase alignment or n-to-n word alignment
approaches for statistical translation (e.g. (Och et
al., 1999; Marcu, 2001; Varea et al., 2002; Watanabe
et al., 2002)) have been proposed. Adding the pro-
posed approach to these algorithms would improve
their performance.

5 Conclusion
We have proposed a method that improves trans-
lation model quality by using common word pairs
extracted by asymmetric learning. IfP(A|B) and
P(B|A) are training models (TMs), we can get com-
mon word pairs from both results of Viterbi align-
ment usingP(A|B) andP(B|A). By retrainingP(A|B)
andP(B|A) using the original training sentences plus
the above common word pairs, the quality of both
P(A|B) andP(B|A) are improved.

We conducted experiments on English and
Japanese material by applying the proposed method
to the TM proposed in (Yamada and Knight, 2001)
for three different domains: a bilingual dictionary,
scientific articles, and a newspaper. Experiments
were evaluated by the f-measure of word align-
ment quality. The results showed that the proposed
method improves word alignment by 5.7%.

It is easy to apply our approach to other TMs. We
can say that our approach improves word level TM
quality regardless of the domain and TM; its per-
formance does, however, depend on the amount of
training data used. Moreover, by using only com-
mon word pairs, the proposed approach can improve
word level TM quality to the same extent as is pos-
sible if word pairs from a bilingual dictionary are
used.

We intend to expand and refine our approach. For
example, we intend to support phrase level align-
ment or n-to-n word alignment and apply it to an-
other TM.
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